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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we prove the existence of the adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of quadrilateral snake, double 
quadrilateral snake, alternate quadrilateral snake and double alternate quadrilateral snake in detail. Also, we present 
an algorithm to obtain the adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of these quadrilateral graph family. The 
minimum number of colors required to give an adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring (abbreviated as AVDTC) to 
the graph G  is denoted by )(Gavt .  
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quadrilateral snake. 
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1  Introduction 
In this paper, all graphs are finite, simple and undirected. A graph G  consists of a set of vertices )(GV  and a set of 
edges )(GE . For every vertex )(, GVvu  , the edge connecting two vertices is denoted by )(GEuv . The 
degree of a vertex v  of a graph G  is denoted by )(vdeg . Let )(G  denote the degreemaximum  of a graph 
G . For standard terminology and concepts of graph theory, we refer [1], [2], [3]. For graphs 1G  and 2G , we let 
21 GG   denotes their union, that is, )()(=)( 2121 GVGVGGV   and )()(=)( 2121 GEGEGGE  . 
Let n  be any real number. Then n  stands for the largest integer less than or equal to n . [6] It has been shown 
that, if a simple graph G has two adjacent vertices of maximum degree, then 2)()(  GGavt . Otherwise, if a 
simple graph G does not have two adjacent vertices of maximum degree, then 1)(=)(  GGavt . The adjacent 
vertex distinguishing total chromatic number of triangular snake family has been obtained in the literature [4]. 
2  Preliminary Results 
In this section, we write some basic definitions and results which are needed for next section.  
Definition 2.1 The Quadrilateral snake nQ  is obtained from path nP  with  nvvv ,, 21  
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n wuwvuvvvQE   
Definition 2.2 The Alternate Quadrilateral snake )( nQA  is obtained from the path nP  with every alternate 
edge of a path is replaced by 4C . Here, the quadrilateral starts with either the vertex 1v  or with 2v .  
Definition 2.3 The Double Quadrilateral snake )( nQD  consists of two quadrilateral snakes that have a 
common Path using the new vertices iu , iw  , iu  and iw  for 1,1,2,= ni  . The vertex set and edge set is 













































n wvuvwuwuwvuvvvQDE   
Definition 2.4 The [5] Alternate Double Quadrilateral snake )( nQDA  consists of two Alternate Quadrilateral 
snakes that have a common Path.  
Definition 2.5 A total k -coloring of G  is a mapping },{1,2,)()(: kGEGVf  , Zk  such that 
any two adjacent or incident elements in )()( GEGV   have different colors. A proper total k -coloring of G  is 
adjacent vertex distinguishing, if )()( vCuC ff   whenever )(GEuv , the color set of the vertex v  (with 











The well-known AVDTC  conjecture, made by Zhang et al [6] says that every simple graph G  has 
3)()(  GGavt .  
3. AVDTC of n
Q  and )( nQA  
In this section, we present an algorithm to obtain the adjacent vertex distinguishing total chromatic number of 
quadrilateral snake and alternate quadrilateral snake and also we discussed their color classes.  
Algorithm 3.1 Procedure: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of Quadrilateral  
                      snake )(nQ , for 4n . 
Input: ))(),(( nn QEQVG  
 for ni ,1,2,=   do 
         if 2)1(modi   
               1)( ivf  
         else 
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              2)( ivf  
 end for 
           for 11  ni  do 
        2)( iiwuf ; 3)( iuf ; 4)( iwf ; 5)( iivuf ; 6)( 1 iivwf  
               if 2)(1 modi   
            3)( 1 iivvf  
     else 
            4)( 1 iivvf  
 end for 
end procedure 
Output: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total colored of nQ , for 4n .  
Theorem 3.1  The Quadrilateral snake nQ  admits AVDTC  and  
 4.6,=)( nQnavt  
Proof. From the definition (2.1), we have the vertex and edge set of nQ . 
Therefore 23|=)(| nQV n  and 1)4(|=)(| nQE n . 
Also, 2=)(2,=)( 1 nvdegvdeg  , 4=)( ivdeg  for 12  ni   
and 2=)(=)( ii wdegudeg  for 11= ntoi . 
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vC i  
For 11  ni   
 {2,4,6}=)({2,3,5}=)( ii wCanduC  
Clearly, the color classes of any two adjacent vertices are different. 
.46,=)(  nQnavt   
 
Algorithm 3.2 Procedure: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of )( nQA   
                 for 4n .  
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 for ntoi 1=  do 
      if 2)(1 modi   
   1)( ivf  
     else 
   2)( ivf  
 end for 
 for 11= ntoi  do 
      if 2)(1 modi   
   3)( 1 iivvf  
      else 
   4)( 1 iivvf  
 end for 
      if 2)(1 modn   









toi  do 
          3)( iuf ; 4)( iwf ; 2)( iiwuf  
         if 1=)( nvdeg  
             5)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf  
        else 
             5)(=)( 212  iiii uvfwvf  
   end for 
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      else 
      if 2=)(=)( 1vdegvdeg n  









toi  do 
              3)( iuf ; 4)( iwf ; 2)( iiwuf ; 5)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf  
         end for 
      else 










toi  do 
               3)( iuf ; 4)( iwf ; 2)( iiwuf ; 5)(=)( 212  iiii uvfwvf  
                   end for 
end procedure 
Output: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total colored of )( nQA , for 4n .  
Theorem 3.2  The Alternate Quadrilateral snake )( nQA  admits AVDTC  and  
 4.5,=))(( nforQA navt  
Proof. The vertex set of Alternate Quadrilateral snake )( nQA  is given in the algorithm (3.2). Here we have two 
cases for n  is even or odd. In each case, the quadrilateral starts with either the vertex of the path 1v  or 2v . 
Case-1.    2)(1 modnWhen  . 
Suppose the quadrilateral starts with 1v , then 1=)( nvdeg  and if the quadrilateral starts with 2v , then 






































































































QAEandnQAV nn  
The color classes of )( nQA  is given by 
For 12  ni   
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i    
 {2,4,5}=)({2,3,5}=)( ii wCanduC  
If 1=)( nvdeg  then  
 {1,4}=)({1,3,5}=)( 1 nvCandvC  
If 1=)( 1vdeg , then  
 {1,4,5}=)({1,3}=)( 1 nvandCvC  
Case-2. 2)(0 modnWhen  . 
Here, we have the two cases that the quadrilatral starts with 1v , then 2=),( 1 nvvdeg  and starts with 2v , then 




































































































QAEandnQAV nn  











i   
 {2,4,5}=)({2,3,5}=)( ii wandCuC  












vC i  
 {2,3,5}=)({1,3,5}=)( 1 nvandCvC  
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QAEandnQAV nn  










i    
 {2,4,5}=)({2,3,5}=)({2,3},=)({1,3},=)( 1 iin wCanduCvCvC  












vC i  
Clearly, the color classes of any two adjacent vertices are different. 
4.5,=))((  nforQA navt   
4  AVDTC of )()( nn QDAandQD  
In this section, we present an algorithm to obtain the adjacent vertex distinguishing total chromatic number of Double 
Quadrilateral snake and Double Alternate Quadrilateral snake and also we discussed their color classes in detail. 
Algorithm 4.1 Procedure: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of Double  
                Quadrilateral snake )( nQD , for 4n . 
              Input: )))(()),((( nn QDEQDVG  
  for ni ,1,2,=   do 
     if 2)1(modi   
        1)( ivf  
     else 
       2)( ivf  
  end for 
  for 11  ni  do 
      2)(=)(  iiii wufwuf ; 3)(=)( ii ufuf ; 4)(=)( ii wfwf  
      5)( iivuf ; 7)(  iivuf ; 6)( 1 iivwf ; 8)( 1  iivwf  
       if 2)(1 modi   
          3)( 1 iivvf  
       else 
          4)( 1 iivvf  
  end for 
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end procedure 
Output: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total colored of )( nQD , for 4n .  
Theorem 4.1  The Double Quadrilateral snake )( nQD  admits AVDTC  and  
 4.8,=))(( nQD navt  
 Proof. From the definition (2.3), We have the vertex set and edge set of )( nQD . Therefore 45|=))((| nQDV n  
and 1)7(|=))((| nQDE n . Also, 3=)(=)( 1 nvdegvdeg  , 6=)( ivdeg  for 12  ni  and 
2=)(=)(=)(=)( iiii wdegwdegudegudeg   for 11= ntoi . We have colored the graph using algorithm 
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vC i  
For 11  ni   
 {2,4,8}=)({2,4,6},=)({2,3,7},=)({2,3,5},=)( iiii wCwCuCuC   
Clearly, the color set of any two adjacent vertices are different. 
.48,=))((  nQD navt   
Algorithm 4.2 Procedure: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of         
          
)( nQDA  for 4n . 




























































































































    for ntoi 1=  do 
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  if 2)(1 modi   
   1)( ivf  
  else 
   2)( ivf  
    end for 
    for 11= ntoi  do 
  if 2)(1 modi   
   3)( 1 iivvf  
  else 
   4)( 1 iivvf  
    end for 
 if 2)(1 modn   









toi  do 
               3)(=)( ii ufuf ; 4)(=)( ii wfwf ; 2)(=)(  iiii wufwuf  
                if 1=)( nvdeg  
                   5)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf ; 6)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf  
               else 
                  5)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf ; 6)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf  
         end for 
 else 
      if 3=)(=)( 1vdegvdeg n  




toi  do 
                  3)(=)( ii ufuf ; 4)(=)( ii wfwf ; 2)(=)(  iiii wufwuf  
                  5)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf ; 6)(=)( 212  iiii wvfuvf  
          end for 
     else 










toi  do 
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                3)(=)( ii ufuf ; 4)(=)( ii wfwf ; 2)(=)(  iiii wufwuf  
                5)(=)( 212  iiii uvfwvf ; 6)(=)( 212  iiii uvfwvf  
          end for 
end procedure 
Output: Adjacent vertex distinguishing total colored of )( nQDA , for 4n .  
Theorem 4.2  The Double Alternate Quadrilateral snake )( nQDA  admits AVDTC                      
                      and 4.6,=))(( nforQDA navt  
Proof. The vertex set of Double Alternate Quadrilateral snake is given in the algorithm (4.2). Here we discussed two 
cases that when n  is even or odd. In each case, the quadrilateral starts with either the vertex 1v  or with 2v . 



















































































  44|=))((|23|=))((|  nQDAEandnQDAV nn  
The color classes of )( nQDA  for 4n  is given by 
































If 1=)( nvdeg  then  
 {1,4}=)({1,3,5,6}=)( 1 nvandCvC  
If 1=)( 1vdeg , then  
 {1,4,5,6}=)({1,3}=)( 1 nvCandvC  
Case-2. 2)(0 modnWhen  .  
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If 3=)(=)( 1 nvdegvdeg , then  
 14|=))((|3|=))((| nQDAEandnQDAV nn  











i   
 {2,4,6}=)({2,3,6},=)({2,4,5},=)({2,3,5},=)( iiii wCuCwCuC   












vC i  
 
 {2,3,5,6}=)({1,3,5,6}=)( 1 nvandCvC  
If 1=)( 1vdeg  and 1=)( nvdeg , then  
 74|=))((|43|=))((|  nQDAEandnQDAV nn  
The color classes are  

































vC i  
Clearly, the color classes of any two adjacent vertices are different. 
4.6,=))((  nforQDA navt   
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Conclusion. 
We found the adjacent vertex distinguishing total chromatic number of Quadrilateral snake family.   
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